MINUTES
Undergraduate Council
September 16, 2014

Members participating: Kurt Boniecki, Travis Sorenson, Alex Fayman, Mary Harlan, Kari Naylor, Tammy Benson, Bernard Chen, John Gale, Kaye McKinzie, Renee Ryburn, Clay Arnold, Rene Crow, Taylor Garrett, Joe Cangelosi, Paige Reynolds.

Members not participating: Jeff Whittingham, Becky Rasnick

Kurt Boniecki, Chair, decided to have the September UGC meeting electronically rather than face to face because of the very light agenda. The primary order of business was to vote on one action item.

Action Item:

Tammy Benson, on behalf of Subcommittee I, moved to recommend changing the degree name from “Speech” to “Communication.” Alex Fayman seconded the motion. Motion passed unanimously.

Respectfully Submitted,

Mary Harlan
Secretary